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Abstract: With the advancement of the marketization process, inventory management has transformed from a single backup protection function to an essential function for
enterprises, which helps to survive and develop. Inventory control in supply chain management is the important content of supply chain management. The new management
mode makes inventory management present many new characteristics and problems compared with traditional inventory management. From the view of system theory and
integration theory, it is imperative to re-examine the problem of inventory control, put forward new inventory management strategies adapted to integrated supply chain
management, and improve the integration of the whole supply chain, which can enhance the agility and market response speed of enterprises. Based on the in-depth study
of the joint inventory management model, this paper analyzed the current situation of the joint inventory management to optimize the inventory. In view of the achievements
and shortcomings of the current research, a more systematic and improved optimization model of the supply chain inventory was proposed by using the basic ideas of ant
colony algorithm and fuzzy model.
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INTRODUCTION

The rapid development of the economy has brought
about tremendous changes in the way the market is
circulated. The logistics industry is an important growth
point for the development of the national economy. It can
increase the scale of regional employment, optimize the
regional industrial economic structure, and reduce the
economic operating costs at the same time. Suppliers play
an important role in industrial production and life.
According to statistics, in the total cost of construction
projects consisting of products and services, the proportion
of suppliers is more than 80%. In order to meet the needs
of customers, it is particularly important to meet the needs
of suppliers and the products and services they provide to
meet their needs and how to deliver them [1, 2].
Engineering supply chain management is currently widely
used, increasing profits while reducing costs. At present,
supply chain management ideas have applied to many
industries, such as aviation, retail, and manufacturing,
especially in the manufacturing industry. From the trend of
logistics development, the distribution centre should not
only be a node in the logistics supply chain, but also only
have the distribution tasks for distributors, retailers, and
customers on the logistics nodes, perform general logistics
functions. It is the key to the entire logistics network to
carry out functions such as command and dispatch and
processing information, and it is receiving wide attention
from all quarters.
In the material inventory, materials of the same type
are often used, and the role played by them is quite
different. Therefore, in the research of material inventory
management model and cost optimization process, it is
necessary to analyze the application scenario. When a
small number of spare parts are left, they are generally
treated as special spare parts, which are only used for
important needs, thus maximizing the overall benefits.
Wang, [3] introduced definitions of multiple demand
categories and important levels in inventory management.
The level of importance is defined as follows. When the
stock level drops to a certain level and all remaining
materials are considered important spare parts, the stock
level is an important level. Jiang [4] assumes that various
requirements are subject to the Poisson distribution process,
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and that the order quantity and the important level are
independent of time, and on this basis, the optimal
importance level strategy is derived. Liu [5] studied a
similar model, assuming that out-of-stocks could be
replenished. Zhou [6] divided the requirements into two
categories, and estimated the optimal order quantity, basic
inventory level, and important level under the condition of
ordering cost, inventory holding cost and sales loss cost
were minimized. Similarly, Zamarripa [7] analyzed similar
models and assumed that out of stock could replenish.
Chang [8] simplifies the model, assuming that the reorder
point level is an important level. On this basis, the spare
parts order inventory model is analyzed. When the spare
parts inventory level reaches the reorder point level, the
secondary spare parts begin to be out of stock before the
important spare parts. When all the remaining important
materials are consumed by important demand, important
spare parts are also out of stock. Since the customer starts
at the lead-time, the order is started at the reorder point [9].
Therefore, the material will be replenished instantaneously
at the end of the early period, at which point the customer
will end the shortage of important spare parts and
secondary spare parts. Under normal circumstances, the
manufacturer will start the machine to start producing spare
parts when the customer places the order, and must produce
enough spare parts to supply the customer at the end of the
lead-time. Therefore, the lead-time information has been
shared between the customer and the manufacturer.
Sajadieh in the literature [10] assumes that the lead-time
order only affects the customer's inventory change level
and ordering behaviour to study the joint inventory model.
The study has certain limitations. The main reason is that
the sharing of lead-time information is not considered in
the production of producer's production inventory model,
so the impact of the lead-time information on the
producer's production inventory model is not considered.
The goal of material distribution system in supply
chain management is to ensure adequate supply with lower
logistics cost and higher service level within the scope of
service [11, 12]. The location of distribution centres and
the selection of distribution routes are the most important
factors affecting the service quality and cost of distribution
system. In order to optimize the distribution system, the
location and route selection of distribution centre should be
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optimized comprehensively [13-15]. Therefore, this paper
proposes to optimize the location of distribution centres
through genetic algorithm, and then further optimize the
distribution routes through improved ant colony algorithm.
Under the mode of supply chain management, the
competition among individual enterprises is transformed
into the competition among supply chains [16, 17]. To
enhance the overall competitiveness of the supply chain,
we should not only provide the best service, but also strive
to maintain the most reasonable cost. Inventory cost is the
most important component of supply chain cost, which
generally accounts for more than 30% of the total cost.
Therefore, the study of inventory cost control in supply
chain is of great significance to improve the performance
of supply chain.
2

Ants are a kind of social insects. After a lot of research,
it has been found that ants can transmit information
through a substance called exogenous hormone in the
course of their movement. They leave this substance on the
path. At the same time, ants can perceive the existence and
intensity of this substance in the process of movement, and
use this substance to guide their movement direction.
Therefore, the more ants walk along a certain path, the
higher the intensity of exogenous hormones left behind,
and the greater the probability that the latter will choose the
path. It is through the exchange of information among ants
that the purpose of searching for food is achieved [18, 19].
The process of ant colony searching for food is very
similar to the famous Travel Salesman Problem (TSP). The
ant colony algorithm model is illustrated by the TSP
problem of n (n = 0, 1, ..., n−1, denoting city number) cities.
Let m be the number of ants in the ant colony, dij(i, j = 1,
2, ... , n) denote the distance between city i and city j, and
bi(t) denote the number of ants in city i at t time.
n −1

(1)

i =0

Let fij(t) be the residual information on the ij
connection at t time, and fij(t)= C (C is constant) at this time
because the information on each road is equal at the initial
time. In TSP problems, the enlightenment information Zij,
which is generally transferred from city i to city j, is as
follows:

Z ij =

1
dij

(2)

Let Pijk (t ) be the probability that ant k moves from
position i to position j at time t, then:

 fijT (t ) Z ijU (t )

Pijk (t ) =  ∑ fisT (t ) Z isU (t )

0
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fij (1 + n)= d × fij (t ) + ∆fij

(4)

In the formula: d - the residue coefficient of
pheromone, d ∈ ( 0,1) ; ∆fij - Incremental information on
path ij in this cycle; ∆fijk is the amount of information left

PRINCIPLE AND MODEL OF BASIC ANT COLONY
ALGORITHMS

m = ∑ bi (t )

In the formula: T - Information heuristic factor reflects
the strength of random factors in ant colony path selection;
U - expectation heuristic factor reflects the strength of
deterministic factors in ant colony path selection.
The pheromones left by ants volatilize over time, so
after each ant completes its visit to all n cities (after a cycle
ends), the residual information must be updated. Update
the amount of information according to the following
formula.

(3)

on path ij by the k ant in this cycle.
M. Dorigo proposed an ant cycle system. In an ant
model, ∆fijk is determined by the following formula:
Q


∆fijk =  Lk

, if the k ant passes through ij in this cycle

0, othersise


In the formula: Q - The total amount of information
released by ants through the path, constant; Lk - The length
of the path that the k ant travels in this cycle.
3

RESEARCH ON JOINT INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
COST MODEL
3.1 Connotation of Joint Inventory Management
Joint inventory management is an inventory
management method based on coordination centre. This
method embodies the idea that by strengthening inventory
control under supply chain management, the system and
integration of supply chain can be improved, the agility and
responsiveness of enterprises can be enhanced. Because
each node enterprise in the supply chain only makes
production and supply decisions based on the demand
information from its adjacent downstream enterprises, the
untruthfulness of demand information will go up along the
supply chain upstream, resulting in the phenomenon of
step-by-step amplification [20, 21]. Because of this
demand amplification effect, upstream suppliers tend to
maintain higher inventory levels than downstream
suppliers. Nowadays, the establishment of the inventory
safety quantity of domestic enterprises is mostly
established by the previous work experience value and the
general inventory safety analysis formula, and the perfect
inventory safety system has not been reached. At present,
most domestic companies set the inventory safety quantity
based on the experience value of previous years, and in
order to ensure the service level, the inventory safety
quantity is generally set higher, which leads to problems
such as high company commodity cost and insufficient
cash flow. Because of accurately grasping the market
demand, the service level is set for the company, and the
corresponding inventory safety quantity is calculated by
the formula [22]. Therefore, Joint Inventory Management
(JMI) is proposed to solve the problem of "demand
amplification" and improve the synchronization of supply
Technical Gazette 26, 6(2019), 1729-1737
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chain, which is caused by the independent inventory
operation mode of each node enterprise in the supply chain
system. It embodies the new cooperative relationship of
strategic supplier alliance and is a risk-sharing inventory
management model.
3.2 Cost Comparison Model in Joint Inventory

The cost of the whole supply chain is as follows.


C 
0
+ CR0 =1 + 2  2 RC1C3
CD0 =CM
 2C3 

(8)

Under the Joint Inventory Management, the
manufacturer will cancel its finished product inventory and
place the inventory directly in the raw material warehouse
of the retailer. At this time, the cost function of the supply
chain is:

(1) Hypothesis.
The so-called two-stage supply chain manufacturing
enterprises refer to the upstream and downstream
enterprises as suppliers to provide spare parts and other
materials for the downstream enterprises, while the
R
Q
CD=
(9)
( C2 + C3 ) + C1
downstream enterprises as core enterprises or users to
Q
2
purchase their own materials from the upstream enterprises.
Now the ideal state of a two-stage supply chain is
The optimal inventory level of supply chain with the
considered with one manufacturer and one retailer.
same first derivative is as follows.
Suppose the manufacturer adopts JIT production mode and
has unlimited productivity [23, 24]. Retailers adopt (0, Q)
inventory strategy, that is, when inventory drops to 0, order
2 ( C1 + C3 ) R
(10)
=
Q1
> Q0
to restore inventory to Q.
C1
The retailer purchases goods from the manufacturer,
assuming that the retailer's demand for the goods is
It can be seen that the inventory level of traditional
continuous and uniform, and the annual demand is constant
supply chain is lower than that of supply chain under joint
R. Retailer's parameters are as follows. The annual storage
inventory management. The cost of the supply chain
cost C1 used for each unit of commodity, ordering cost C3
consists of the retailer and the cost of the manufacturer.
used for fixed costs, such as handling fees,
The cost of the retailer is as follows:
telecommunications exchanges and outgoing personnel
procurement costs, related to the number of orders, but not
to the number of orders. Manufacturer's parameters are
C3 
1  C1 + C3
(11)
=
C1R
+


each assembly cost C2 (preparation of production materials,
2
C3
C2 + C3 
organization of production personnel, and other costs,
independent of production).
(2) Model analysis
2 RC1C3 ≥ 2 RC1C3 =CR0
(12)
In the traditional mode, manufacturers and retailers set
up their own warehouses and manage their own inventory,
It can be seen that the overall cost of the supply chain
without considering the problem of sharing among partners.
has been reduced.
In the absence of cooperation, each channel member will
make decisions from their own perspective to minimize
3.3 The Profit Distribution between Manufacturer and
operating costs, rather than cooperating to reduce the cost
Retailer in Joint Inventory
of the entire supply chain. Because the manufacturer has
unlimited productivity, the order of the retailer can be
In the above analysis, we can see that in the joint
satisfied. The retailer's cost is equal to the order cost plus
inventory management, the manufacturer's cost decreases
the inventory cost, and the retailer's cost function is as
while the retailer's cost increases [25]. Therefore, in the
follows:
process of realizing the optimization of supply chain, we
must consider the redistribution of the interests of both the
R
Q
supplier and the demander, so that the manufacturer can
=
CR
C3 + C1
(5)
Q
2
reduce the cost of the retailer, and at the same time, reduce
or keep the cost of the retailer unchanged. So both the
supplier and the demander can benefit from the cooperative
The total annual cost of the retailer is the sum of the
game.
storage cost and the order cost.
In the above model, both the supplier and the
demander
determine the optimal inventory level from the
CQ C R
CR0 = 1 o + 3 = 2 RC1C3
(6)
perspective of optimizing the supply chain, to minimize the
2
Qo
total cost of the supply chain as Q . Suppose in this case,
1

The manufacturer's fee is the assembly cost, which is
expressed as follows.
0
=
CM

C2 R C2
=
2 RC1C3
Qo
2C3
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(7)

the cost savings obtained by the manufacturer are ∆CM
and the cost increment of the retailer is ∆CR , and the
manufacturer gives the retailer a benefit compensation G
to compensate for the benefit of the retailer's cost.
The benefit of cost caused by the retailer ordering
under the optimal inventory under the joint inventory is as
follows.
1731
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∆CR =C1R ⋅ CR0

(13)

The savings of manufacturer's cost caused by the
cooperation between supplier and demander are as follows:
1
0
∆CM =CM
⋅ CM

(14)

Therefore, from the perspective of retailers, the
amount of benefit compensation G should not be less than
the benefit of inventory cost, that is G ≥ ∆CR . From the
manufacturer's point of view, retailer's benefit
compensation G should not be greater than the cost savings
of supplier after cooperation, that is G ≤ ∆CM . Therefore,
∆CR ≤ G ≤ ∆CM .
Under the level of joint inventory management, after
the cooperation between supply and demand, the two sides
will play a game for the benefit distribution. Retailers want
G to be close to ∆CM while manufacturers want G to be
close to ∆CR . At this time, as long as G ∈ ( ∆CR , ∆CM ) , the

cooperation between supply and demand is an optimization
of supply chain inventory. As for the value of G in the
above range, it depends entirely on the game strength of
both sides and the contribution of both sides to the
improvement of supply chain. When the manufacturer is an
oligopoly, or the retailer's demand accounts for a small
proportion of the total output of the manufacturer, or the
manufacturer has competitive advantages in terms of
quality, cost and characteristics [26, 27]. When the cost of
retailer changing manufacturer is high, G tends to approach
the lower bound of the interval. When the market
competition is perfect or the demand of retailer accounts
for a large proportion of the total output of supplier, or the
product is mainly popular. When the cost of retailer
changing manufacturer is low, G tends to approach the
upper bound of the interval.
4

ESTABLISHMENT OF SUPPLY CHAIN INVENTORY
MODEL UNDER JOINT INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
STRATEGY
4.1 Principles of Supply Chain Modeling
The following principles should be followed in
establishing supply chain models:
1) The principle of combining bottom-up and top-down.
The bottom-up approach is from the local to the global,
while the top-down approach is the opposite. The
supply chain design should consider both the global
and the local.
2) The principle of conciseness. In order to enable the
supply chain to respond to the market flexibly and
quickly, each node of the supply chain should be
streamlined, dynamic, and able to achieve rapid
business combination.
3) Principle of complementarity and superiority. The
selection of each node in the supply chain should
follow the principle of strong alliance to achieve the
purpose of using external resources.
4) The principle of coordination. The performance of
supply chain depends on whether the supply chain
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partnership is coordinated or not, and a harmonious
and coordinated system can play its best role.
5) Dynamic principle. It is necessary to predict the impact
of various uncertainties on the operation of supply
chain and reduce the information delay and distortion
in the process of information transmission.
6) The principle of innovation. In the design of supply
chain, we need to examine the original management
model and system from a new perspective, and make
bold innovation and design.
7) The development of the system structure of strategic
principle supply chain should have a strategic vision,
focusing on keeping in line with long-term planning
and enterprise strategic planning.
4.2 Inventory Flow Chart before and after Implementing
Joint Inventory Management
In this paper, by referring to some achievements of
existing scholars and making up for some shortcomings of
existing research, this paper adopts the joint inventory
management to optimize the inventory management in
Two-echelon Supply Chain [28-31]. Before the
implementation of footwork, enterprises in the supply
chain implement a decentralized inventory system,
retailers own their own inventory, and when faced with
shortage, retailers will urgently purchase from nearby
external suppliers to avoid the loss of shortage [32]. The
flow chart between supplier and retailer is shown in Fig. 1.
When the strategy is adopted, the decentralized
inventory system is changed into a centralized inventory
system. A distribution center is established to centralize the
inventory of all retailers. The retailers no longer hold the
inventory, and the distributors hold the entire inventory.
All retailers are confronted with demand forecasting and
delivery to the distribution center. The distribution center
unifies the order demand to the supplier, the supplier only
delivers to the distribution center, and the distribution
center coordinates and distributes the goods among the
retailers. At this point, the retailer is facing a shortage, no
longer purchases from outside the supply chain, but waits
for replenishment by the distribution center. In this case,
the flow chart between suppliers, distribution centers, and
retailers is shown in Fig. 2.
The biggest difference before and after the
implementation of the strategy is to change the retailer's
decentralized inventory to centralized inventory, which can
effectively reduce the system's safe inventory and average
inventory [33]. Because Joint Inventory Management (JMI)
has the function of risk sharing, that is, if the demand of
different places is processed together, the demand
variability can be reduced. Whenever the demand in a joint
inventory management system is lower than the average
demand in a market, the demand is lower than the average
demand. Warehouses can redistribute items originally
allocated to one market to another market [34, 35]. The
process of redistributing inventory in a decentralized
management system is not feasible. In addition, the
standard deviation coefficient is bigger, the profit from the
joint inventory management system is bigger, that is, the
bigger the profit from risk sharing [36]. Because the
reduction of the average inventory is mainly achieved by
reducing the safe inventory and the larger the standard
deviation coefficient, the more significant the reduction of
the safe inventory will be after the implementation of joint
Technical Gazette 26, 6(2019), 1729-1737
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inventory management. Therefore, it has great benefits to
reduce the average inventory of retailers and improve the
overall benefits of the supply chain.
The average inventory of the system consists of two
parts, which are the average inventory Q/2 + SS, in which
Q represents the order quantity for each time, and SS
represents the safe inventory.

After the centralized retailer's inventory, the safe
inventory is reduced, which reduces the average inventory
[37]. It can also be concluded from the formula that the
larger the standard deviation, the greater the extent of
reduction of safe inventory, that is, the greater the revenue
from the joint inventory management system.
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Figure 1 Job flow chart before implementation of JMI
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Figure 2 Job flow chart after implementation of JMI

5 EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
5.1 Instance Data
Taking Fig. 1 as an example, the supply chain core
enterprise under NM mode produces two kinds of products
A and B, and receives three orders from three distributors,
each of which has demand for two kinds of products. The
processing sequence of A and B products is
P1 → P2 → P3 → P4 → P5 → P6 and P2 → P1 → P3 → P6
respectively. The orders of the same distributor
decomposed and numbered according to the two products
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(A and B). Each order has a final delivery date constraint
(the same distributor may have different delivery dates for
the two products A and B). Contact with process providers
to obtain process-related data such as total production time
and total production cost for each order at each process
provider [38, 39]. The time required for each process
workshop of the core manufacturer to complete each
process with the co-manufacturer is shown in Tab. 1, and
the cost for each process is shown in Tab. 2. The product
type, quantity, delivery time requirement and
transportation cost of each order are shown in Tab. 3.
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Distributor order
Distributor 1
Distributor 2
Distributor 3

Procedure order
1
2
3
4
5
6
Procedure order
1
2
3
4
5
6

Table 1 Processing schedule
P1
P21
P22
7
2
3
19
6
4
10
3
5
17
5
3
14
4
6
10
3
2

Working procedure
1
2
3
4
5
6
P1
134
201
183
181
247
101

Table 2 Processing Cost Table
P22
P3
P41
12.7
4
17
2
17.
1
17.4
5.3
24.8
24.2
6.5
1
24.3
7.1
34.9
14.1
4.1
1

P21
11.7
22.4
15.9
20.2
22.3
11.7

Order number
1
3
5
2
4
6

Table 3 Order details
Fixed transportation Cost
500
600
400
500
600
400

Number
100
140
200
200
180
100

5.2 Scheduling Results and Analysis

P61

P2

P62

P3

P63

P42
16.6
1
22.7
1
32
1

Variable cost
2.0
3.0
1.9
2.8
3.2
2.3

P42
6
1
9
1
12
1

P51
5
1
6
1
8
1

P51
6.8
1
8
1
16.1
1

P21

P31

P41

P12

P52

P42

P32

P23

P43

P54

P65

P55

P25

P6

P66

P16

P56

P52
31
67
43
60.5
61
34

P33

P34

P5

P52
6
1
6
14
8
8

Date of delivery
60
40
80
80
110
100

P51

P13

P4

P41
3
1
5
1
6
1

3 is 200, Order 4 is 150, Order 5 is 150, and Order 6 is 130.
For convenience, the unit inventory cost is set at 0.1 price
units. The experimental results show that the optimal total
objective function is 6513.8 price units. The combined
transportation scheme is as follows: 5, 6 orders are
combined transportation, and the rest orders are
transported separately. Specific scheduling schemes are
shown in Fig. 3 (O1-1 represents one process of an order).

In the experiment, 20 ants were set up. The pheromone
renewal mechanism was the optimal one. The
Volatilization Coefficient of pheromone was 0.1, α = 1, β
= 2, and the initial concentration of pheromone was 2.
Q_density plus = 2000, V_update base = V_objection
(initial iteration) - 1500. The penalty factor Pi for each
order is set as follows: Order 1 is 100, Order 2 is 80, Order
P1

P3
4
10
6
8
8
5

P35

P14

P15

P46

P36

Figure 3 Supply chain scheduling scheme

Transportation
cost

Waiting Cost

189
294
263
264
376
150

700
1070
1030
1187
590
440

1
3.3
0.3
5.4
1.6
4.5

Total cost

Processing cost

1
2
3
4
5
6

Penalty cost

Order

Table 4 Detailed cost sheet for each order

0
0
0
0
0
0

1783
7124
1206
6514
3387
2859

(1) Analysis of optimization results
Ideally, if there is no delivery deadline, each order will
be produced at the minimum cost. Therefore, without
1734

considering the inventory cost, the objective function value
of 5, 6 orders combined transportation is 6493.55 price
units. In practice, as shown in Tab. 4 and Fig. 4, the result
is 6513.8 price units, with a difference of 20.25 price units
and 15.5 price units of inventory cost. The actual difference
among them is 4.75 price units, and the difference is very
small. It can be concluded that the optimization results of
the proposed algorithm are very close to the ideal state,
which shows that the performance of the proposed
algorithm is very good.
Tab. 5 summarizes the running time results of several
typical algorithms under similar instance backgrounds and
model assumptions. It can be seen that compared with the
269 minutes required by the best algorithm, multipopulation ant colony algorithm, this algorithm takes 13
Technical Gazette 26, 6(2019), 1729-1737
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minutes and the solving speed is more than ten times faster
(see Fig. 5). Therefore, compared with the previous
algorithms, the proposed algorithm has achieved better
results in solving performance and speed.
1200
1000

Cost

800
600

7

Processing cost
Transportation cost

400
200
1

2
3 Order 4
5
Figure 4 Detailed cost sheet for each order

6

Table 5 Comparing the results of different algorithms
Different calculation
Average
Number of
Language
methods
running time
ants
Multi-population ant
Java
270
130
colony algorithm
Single population ant
Java
1535
130
colony algorithm
Genetic algorithm
C
513
50
Adjacent exchange
VB
14
30
algorithms
1600
1400

Average running time
Number of ants

1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0

hm
hm
ny algorit
ny algorit
ant colo
ant colo
pulation
pulation
Multi-po
Single po

rithms
algorithm
ge algo
Genetic
t exchan
Adjacen

Figure 5 Comparing the results of different algorithms

6

CONCLUSION

Enterprises can jointly establish a supply chain,
strengthen the level of information sharing among
enterprises, firmly establish a three-in-one supply chain
joint system of cost, security, and service, and reduce cost
barriers between supply chains. It is also possible to
diversify the likelihood risks through business cooperation
among enterprises, thereby reducing the amount of
unnecessary inventory security. Under the supply chain
mechanism, safety inventory management not only relates
to enterprise service and product costs, but also affects the
delivery period of enterprise services and products, further
affecting the service level of enterprises, and ultimately
affects the market image and core competitiveness of
enterprises. By establishing a simple mathematical model
Tehnički vjesnik 26, 6(2019), 1729-1737

of joint inventory management, we can conclude that joint
inventory management can save the inventory cost of the
whole supply chain more than traditional inventory
management. In joint inventory management, the upstream
and downstream enterprises of supply chain establish a
cooperative relationship through joint inventory. The
supply and demand sides determine the optimal inventory
level from the perspective of optimal supply chain, and
then allocate the benefits of cooperation through game
theory to optimize the inventory management of supply
chain as a whole.
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